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Yes i researched the cycle i have run plenty sarms cycles and an idiotic anavar only cycle that fucked me
up pretty much and took my like 6 months to recover.(2 years ago) my diet is really good. I dont even
talk with bro friends about steroids its my own choice since i have low test. The original cycle was
suppose to be Test 400 and Tren ace but got prop instead and don't have the time to do a full test cycle,
so was gonna do Tbol and Anavar for 8 weeks instead but was wondering if I could've used Tren ace as
kick start and was told I defo need test while on Tren so was wondering if I could've used 5 weeks Test
while.
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Bodybuilders typically take 40-100mg of anavar a day, and 300-500mg of testosterone enanthate per
week. Testosterone is usually administered for 12 weeks, and anavar for 8 weeks. Stacking testosterone
with Anavar like this will keep your testosterone levels high; as opposed to them plummeting from an
Anavar-only cycle.



And here is my cycle. Week 1-8 Test prop 100mg EOD. Week 1-6 Anavar 50 mg Daily. 5 meals a day.
Meal 1 Oatmeal+50 gm Isopro whey. Meal 2 broccoli, chicken breasts. Meal 3 broccoli, lean meat. Meal
4 tuna+50 gm of Isopro whey. Supplements: C4, Omega 3 fish oil, Zma before going to bed. try these
out

Hi. I'm about to start my first cycle and i decided after all research to do a Tbol and Anavar only cycle. I
know that a lot of people out there are against oral only and have the opinion that ''test should be the
base of all cycles''. However I decided against test because i don't want the sides, i don't have 18+ weeks
and i don't believe it's necessary for my goals.
The benefits mentioned for solo cycles of Test Prop will also occur while using this steroid with others
such as Trenbolone, Anavar and/or Winstrol, Primobolan, Equipoise and Deca-Durabolin (just to name a
few). Post Cycle Therapy. Post Cycle Therapy or PCT is an essential process that people go through
once they've finished a cycle of steroids.
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Hold muscle mass in cycle t3, clen, anavar, test prop with 800
calorie deficit: Anabolics: 12: May 22, 2021: Recommended cycle length for Primo + test prop +
Anavar/TBol cycle? Anabolics: 3: Dec 8, 2019: Safe to run a cycle consisting of three AAS? (DHB,
Anavar, low-dose test prop) Anabolics: 16: Mar 28, 2019: Test Prop-Masteron Prop-Anavar. Re: tbol or
anavar with test/tren cycle? 1-12 test e 500 mg week. 1-12 aromasin 12.5 mg eod. 1-8 tren ace 75 mg
eod. 1-8 caber .5 mg e3d. 7-14 hcg 500 iu's week or hcgenerate. 9-14 anavar 60 mg first four weeks then
bump to 80 mg. 9-14 proviron 75 mg day. 9-14 n2guard.

Looking to start a test prop and
tbol cycle. Layout will be as follows: Weeks 1-8 test prop 100mg eod Weeks 1-8 aromasin 12.5mg eod
Weeks 1-6 tbol 50mg ed The usual Cycle support supps will be used as will the perfect pct layout. I can
get my hands on pharmacom tbol (used this before, was good last time) and am tech test prop (never
used this lab) - anyone had any experience with either of these? try what he says
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